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the first dictionary of medieval terms intended for the non
specialist with an interest in the medieval world the different
cultures from which the middle ages drew its inspiration are
represented cu cuchulainn from the celtic world apollonius of tyre
from greek romance attila the hun and theodoric the ostrogoth
from the struggle of the roman empire against the barbarians
each entry gives an outline of the story how it spread through
europe its modern retelling and appearances in art and a
selective bibliography jacket a complementary companion to the
author s dictionary of medieval knighthood concepts and terms
westport ct greenwood 1986 this takes the norman conquest of
england in 1066 as its starting point and the late fourteenth
century marked by the unsuccessful revolt of the english
peasantry in 1381 as its concluding point the categories named in
the subtitle encompass knights nobles rulers clerics fictional
characters literary works chansons de geste castles battles
treaties legal terms and the authors whose works historical and
fictional have transmitted the medieval heritage to later ages
largely confining his scope to anglo norman chivalry and politics
broughton describes and analyzes the roles people events and
places played in a colorful and bloody age within articles cross
references to other entries in this volume and the concepts and
terms volume are nearly as thick as the rain of arrows from
battlements during battle this thorough cross referencing is
especially helpful to the casual reader who approaches these
books without a background knowledge of knighthood and its
social political and military dimensions together these two
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dictionaries offer modern readers the means to understand the
medieval world wilson library bulletin this work a companion
volume to the dictionary of medieval knighthood and chivalry
concepts and terms greenwood press 1986 is designed to help the
uninitiated reader understand more easily the development and
growth of chivalry and knighthood in the medieval age focusing
primarily on people places and events in france and england
broughton provides a brief biography of major historical knights
and other personages of note descriptions of important literary
knightly characters and the works in which they appear
identification of castles and other places of geographical interest
and accounts of major battles during the period 1050 1400 the
entries are all arranged alphabetically and virtually all include a
reference to the primary scholarly works on the subject frequent
cross references are made to the concepts and terms volume and
to related entries in the present volume enabling the researcher
to find materials of interest easily broad in scope the dictionary
covers issues ranging from the battle of hastings which brought
the concept of knighthood to england in 1066 to the battle of
crecy 1346 and poiters 1356 and the legendary knights of king
arthur s round table a significant contribution to the study of
medieval history and literature this volume will be an
indispensable aid to students pursuing research in this area
based entirely on original research this is the most
comprehensive dictionary of medieval latin and the first to focus
on british medieval latin covering the 6th to 16th centuries
containing more than 55 000 entries and more than 435 000
illustrative quotations the dmlbs is the key lexical reference work
for anyone reading medieval latin this second edition
concentrates on various philosophers and theologians from the
medieval arabian jewish and christian worlds it principally
centers on authors such as abumashar saadiah gaon and alcuin
from the eighth century and follows the intellectual developments
of the three traditions up to the fifteenth century ibn khaldun
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hasdai crescas and marsilio ficino the spiritual journeys
presuppose earlier human sources such as the philosophy of plato
aristotle plotinus and porphyry and various stoic authors the
revealed teachings of the jewish law the koran and the christian
bible the fathers of the church such as st augustine and gregory
the great provided examples of theology in their attempts to
reconcile revealed truth and man s philosophical knowledge and
deserve attention as pre medieval contributors to medieval
intellectual life avicenna and averroes maimonides and
gersonides st thomas aquinas and st bonaventure stand out in the
three traditions as special medieval contributors who deserve
more attention this second edition of historical dictionary of
medieval philosophy and theology contains a chronology an
introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on
important persons events and concepts that shaped medieval
philosophy and theology this book is an excellent resource for
students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about
medieval philosophy and theology using a wide range of rich
original sources this unique reference guide provides a
remarkable picture of england s medieval jewry following an
extensive introduction the dictionary includes illustrations maps
and over 40 topographic 30 biographic and 80 general entries
including texts of key legislation the emergence of russia or rus
as it was known from a group of scattered slavic tribes into one of
the most powerful states of medieval and modern european
history is an extraordinary story it is a story filled with much
struggle as there were historical periods when russia almost
ceased to exist as it underwent invasion and conquest historical
dictionary of medieval russia second edition contains a
chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has more than 300 cross referenced entries on
important personalities as well as aspects of the country s politics
economy foreign relations religion and culture this book is an
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excellent resource for students researchers and anyone wanting
to know more about medieval russia a guide to latin during the
middle ages beginning in 500 with the fusion of classical christian
and germanic cultures and ending in 1300 with a europe united
by a desire for growth knowledge and change this volume
provides basic information on the significant cultural figures of
the middle ages it includes over 400 people whose contributions
in literature religion philosophy education or politics influenced
the development and culture of the medieval world while focusing
on western european figures the book does not neglect those
from byzantium baghdad and the arab world who also contributed
to the politics religion and culture of western europe europe
underwent fundamental changes during the middle ages it
changed from a preliterate to a literate society cities became a
vital part of the economy culture and social structure the poor
and serfs went to the cities the devout joined monastic orders
christianity spread throughout europe while a man was born in
mecca who would change the shape of the religious map islam
spread throughout the holy land christian piety led to the
crusades this book provides a convenient guide to those who
helped shape these movements and counter movements during
this era that would pave the way for the renaissance this
dictionary is an indispensable guide to the study of the latin
middle ages this fascicule the fifth of ten presents hundreds of
new formations from other languages some of the borrowings
here recorded in latin centuries before their appearance in
written vernacular sources this dictionary is an indispensable
guide to the study of the latin middle ages it records the
continuing usage of classical and late latin in this period 6th 16th
centuries but it presents most fully the medieval developments of
the language drawing on a rich variety of printed and manuscript
sources the crucial period of chinese history 220 960 falls
naturally into contrasting phases the first phase also known as
that of early medieval china is an age of political decentralization
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following the breakup of the han empire china was plunged into
civil war and fragmentation and stayed divided for nearly four
centuries the second phase started in 589 during the sui dynasty
when china was once again brought under a single government
under the sui the bureaucracy was revitalized the military
strengthened and the taxation system reformed the fall of the sui
in 618 gave way to the even stronger tang dynasty which
represents an apogee of traditional chinese civilization inheriting
all the great institutions developed under the sui the tang made
great achievements in poetry painting music and architecture the
an lushan rebellion which also took place during tang rule
brought about far reaching changes in the socioeconomic political
and military arenas what transpired in the second half of the tang
and the ensuing five dynasties provided the foundation for the
next age of late imperial china the historical dictionary of
medieval china fills an urgent need for a standard reference
tailored to the interest of western academics and readers the
history of medieval china is related through the book s
introductory essay maps a table of dynastic periods a
bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries
on key people historical geography arts institutions events and
other important terms medieval christian nubia is often a
neglected period of medieval african history because meaning is
determined largely by context this work traces the greco roman
meroitic and jewish precursors the regional historical and
theological schisms within christianity are also a highlight the
dynamics of the three nubian kingdoms of nobatia mukurra and
alwa are the centerpiece of this book that covers mural arts
architecture and the names of the leading kings and bishops
another strength of the book is the analysis of the 700 year baqt
peace treaty between christian nubia and islamic egypt this is
considered to be the longest lasting treaty in diplomatic history
the complex transition from christianity to islam in the 14th
century is analyzed in great personal political and military detail
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historical dictionary of medieval christian nubia contains a
chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced entries on
politics economy foreign relations religion and culture of the
medieval nubians this book is an excellent resource for students
researchers and anyone wanting to know more about medieval
christian nubia this dictionary is an indispensable guide to the
study of the latin middle ages it records the continuing usage of
classical and late latin in this period 6th 16th centuries but it
presents most fully the medieval developments of the language
drawing on a rich variety of printed and manuscript sources many
new formations from other languages are revealed some of the
borrowings recorded in latin centuries before their appearance in
written vernacular sources due to the high number of entries for
p this letter is being spread over four fascicules the dictionary of
medieval latin from british sources is now complete a z in 17
fascicules this key lexical reference gives variant spellings and
the kinds of contexts in which words appears possible alternative
meanings are highlighted illustrated throughout with
contemporary quotations an essential new reference work
covering all aspects of european history society and culture from
ad 500 to 1500 excerpt from a dictionary of medieval romance
and romance writers thus the celtic proto of the arthurian
romance deserve inclusion as do those italian and spanie tales
which were adapted in the peninsulas from the romances of
arthur and charlemagne the british isles also produced a wealth
of arthurian romance of their own and examples of this have been
included about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds
of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
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page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works each volume of the dictionary of world biography
contains 250 entries on the lives of the individuals who shaped
their times and left their mark on world history this is not a who s
who instead each entry provides an in depth essay on the life and
career of the individual concerned essays commence with a quick
reference section that provides basic facts on the individual s life
and achievements the extended biography places the life and
works of the individual within an historical context and the
summary at the end of each essay provides a synopsis of the
individual s place in history all entries conclude with a fully
annotated bibliography the last half century has seen a large
number of nationally based or language specific lexicographical
projects this volume is the fruit of comparative discussions on the
majority of those projects which centre on medieval germanic
languages the first half of the volume uses a standardized format
to present the history progress impact of the project and the
electronic specifications of the databases the second half
comprises seven studies on particular methodological problems
or applications of work on these dictionaries providing the
chronological setting for many of shakespeare s plays various
swashbuckling novels from sir walter scott s to robert louis
stevenson s and such hollywood films as braveheart late medieval
england is superficially well known yet its true complexity
remains elusive locked in the covers of specialized monographs
and journal articles in over 300 entries written by 80 scholars this
book makes the factual information and historical interpretations
of the era readily available covering political military religious
and constitutional subjects as well as social and economic topics
the volume is easy to use comprehensive and authoritative it
provides a useful resource for undergraduate and graduate
students scholars and educated laymen rightly characterized as
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an age of crisis the 14th century saw the hundred years war the
black death the peasants revolt of 1381 the avignon papacy and
the great schism of the western church all placed great stresses
on english society aggravating old problems and creating new
ones in the late middle ages parliament became an important
element in english government cambridge and oxford universities
attained european wide reputations and general literacy
increased the church remained a paramount religious political
and social institution but its independence and intellectual
monopoly slipped the entries in this book synthesize recent
scholarship on these and other historical events while
emphasizing political religious constitutional and military topics
the book also provides brief introductions to social economic
cultural and intellectual topics it is a valuable guide for those
wishing to understand this complex tumultuous and until recently
poorly understood era this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the
original artifact and remains as true to the original work as
possible therefore you will see the original copyright references
library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in
the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe
and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant



A Dictionary of Medieval Terms and
Phrases
2007

the first dictionary of medieval terms intended for the non
specialist with an interest in the medieval world

A Dictionary of Medieval Heroes
1998

the different cultures from which the middle ages drew its
inspiration are represented cu cuchulainn from the celtic world
apollonius of tyre from greek romance attila the hun and
theodoric the ostrogoth from the struggle of the roman empire
against the barbarians each entry gives an outline of the story
how it spread through europe its modern retelling and
appearances in art and a selective bibliography jacket

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
1975

a complementary companion to the author s dictionary of
medieval knighthood concepts and terms westport ct greenwood
1986 this takes the norman conquest of england in 1066 as its
starting point and the late fourteenth century marked by the
unsuccessful revolt of the english peasantry in 1381 as its
concluding point the categories named in the subtitle encompass
knights nobles rulers clerics fictional characters literary works
chansons de geste castles battles treaties legal terms and the



authors whose works historical and fictional have transmitted the
medieval heritage to later ages largely confining his scope to
anglo norman chivalry and politics broughton describes and
analyzes the roles people events and places played in a colorful
and bloody age within articles cross references to other entries in
this volume and the concepts and terms volume are nearly as
thick as the rain of arrows from battlements during battle this
thorough cross referencing is especially helpful to the casual
reader who approaches these books without a background
knowledge of knighthood and its social political and military
dimensions together these two dictionaries offer modern readers
the means to understand the medieval world wilson library
bulletin this work a companion volume to the dictionary of
medieval knighthood and chivalry concepts and terms greenwood
press 1986 is designed to help the uninitiated reader understand
more easily the development and growth of chivalry and
knighthood in the medieval age focusing primarily on people
places and events in france and england broughton provides a
brief biography of major historical knights and other personages
of note descriptions of important literary knightly characters and
the works in which they appear identification of castles and other
places of geographical interest and accounts of major battles
during the period 1050 1400 the entries are all arranged
alphabetically and virtually all include a reference to the primary
scholarly works on the subject frequent cross references are
made to the concepts and terms volume and to related entries in
the present volume enabling the researcher to find materials of
interest easily broad in scope the dictionary covers issues ranging
from the battle of hastings which brought the concept of
knighthood to england in 1066 to the battle of crecy 1346 and
poiters 1356 and the legendary knights of king arthur s round
table a significant contribution to the study of medieval history
and literature this volume will be an indispensable aid to students
pursuing research in this area



Concise Dictionary of Medieval History
1964

based entirely on original research this is the most
comprehensive dictionary of medieval latin and the first to focus
on british medieval latin covering the 6th to 16th centuries
containing more than 55 000 entries and more than 435 000
illustrative quotations the dmlbs is the key lexical reference work
for anyone reading medieval latin

Tentative Dictionary of Medieval
Spanish
1946

this second edition concentrates on various philosophers and
theologians from the medieval arabian jewish and christian
worlds it principally centers on authors such as abumashar
saadiah gaon and alcuin from the eighth century and follows the
intellectual developments of the three traditions up to the
fifteenth century ibn khaldun hasdai crescas and marsilio ficino
the spiritual journeys presuppose earlier human sources such as
the philosophy of plato aristotle plotinus and porphyry and
various stoic authors the revealed teachings of the jewish law the
koran and the christian bible the fathers of the church such as st
augustine and gregory the great provided examples of theology in
their attempts to reconcile revealed truth and man s philosophical
knowledge and deserve attention as pre medieval contributors to
medieval intellectual life avicenna and averroes maimonides and
gersonides st thomas aquinas and st bonaventure stand out in the
three traditions as special medieval contributors who deserve
more attention this second edition of historical dictionary of



medieval philosophy and theology contains a chronology an
introduction appendixes and an extensive bibliography the
dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on
important persons events and concepts that shaped medieval
philosophy and theology this book is an excellent resource for
students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about
medieval philosophy and theology

Dictionary of Medieval Civilization
1984

using a wide range of rich original sources this unique reference
guide provides a remarkable picture of england s medieval jewry
following an extensive introduction the dictionary includes
illustrations maps and over 40 topographic 30 biographic and 80
general entries including texts of key legislation

Dictionary of Medieval Knighthood and
Chivalry
1988-06-08

the emergence of russia or rus as it was known from a group of
scattered slavic tribes into one of the most powerful states of
medieval and modern european history is an extraordinary story
it is a story filled with much struggle as there were historical
periods when russia almost ceased to exist as it underwent
invasion and conquest historical dictionary of medieval russia
second edition contains a chronology an introduction and an
extensive bibliography the dictionary section has more than 300
cross referenced entries on important personalities as well as
aspects of the country s politics economy foreign relations



religion and culture this book is an excellent resource for
students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about
medieval russia

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
2018

a guide to latin during the middle ages

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
2001

beginning in 500 with the fusion of classical christian and
germanic cultures and ending in 1300 with a europe united by a
desire for growth knowledge and change this volume provides
basic information on the significant cultural figures of the middle
ages it includes over 400 people whose contributions in literature
religion philosophy education or politics influenced the
development and culture of the medieval world while focusing on
western european figures the book does not neglect those from
byzantium baghdad and the arab world who also contributed to
the politics religion and culture of western europe europe
underwent fundamental changes during the middle ages it
changed from a preliterate to a literate society cities became a
vital part of the economy culture and social structure the poor
and serfs went to the cities the devout joined monastic orders
christianity spread throughout europe while a man was born in
mecca who would change the shape of the religious map islam
spread throughout the holy land christian piety led to the



crusades this book provides a convenient guide to those who
helped shape these movements and counter movements during
this era that would pave the way for the renaissance

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British sources
2001

this dictionary is an indispensable guide to the study of the latin
middle ages this fascicule the fifth of ten presents hundreds of
new formations from other languages some of the borrowings
here recorded in latin centuries before their appearance in
written vernacular sources

Historical Dictionary of Medieval
Philosophy and Theology
2018-08-10

this dictionary is an indispensable guide to the study of the latin
middle ages it records the continuing usage of classical and late
latin in this period 6th 16th centuries but it presents most fully
the medieval developments of the language drawing on a rich
variety of printed and manuscript sources

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources: Fascicule I: A-B
1975-04-17

the crucial period of chinese history 220 960 falls naturally into



contrasting phases the first phase also known as that of early
medieval china is an age of political decentralization following the
breakup of the han empire china was plunged into civil war and
fragmentation and stayed divided for nearly four centuries the
second phase started in 589 during the sui dynasty when china
was once again brought under a single government under the sui
the bureaucracy was revitalized the military strengthened and the
taxation system reformed the fall of the sui in 618 gave way to the
even stronger tang dynasty which represents an apogee of
traditional chinese civilization inheriting all the great institutions
developed under the sui the tang made great achievements in
poetry painting music and architecture the an lushan rebellion
which also took place during tang rule brought about far reaching
changes in the socioeconomic political and military arenas what
transpired in the second half of the tang and the ensuing five
dynasties provided the foundation for the next age of late imperial
china the historical dictionary of medieval china fills an urgent
need for a standard reference tailored to the interest of western
academics and readers the history of medieval china is related
through the book s introductory essay maps a table of dynastic
periods a bibliography and hundreds of cross referenced
dictionary entries on key people historical geography arts
institutions events and other important terms

A Dictionary of Medieval Romance and
Romance Writers
1913-01-01

medieval christian nubia is often a neglected period of medieval
african history because meaning is determined largely by context
this work traces the greco roman meroitic and jewish precursors
the regional historical and theological schisms within christianity



are also a highlight the dynamics of the three nubian kingdoms of
nobatia mukurra and alwa are the centerpiece of this book that
covers mural arts architecture and the names of the leading kings
and bishops another strength of the book is the analysis of the
700 year baqt peace treaty between christian nubia and islamic
egypt this is considered to be the longest lasting treaty in
diplomatic history the complex transition from christianity to
islam in the 14th century is analyzed in great personal political
and military detail historical dictionary of medieval christian
nubia contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive
bibliography the dictionary section has over 200 cross referenced
entries on politics economy foreign relations religion and culture
of the medieval nubians this book is an excellent resource for
students researchers and anyone wanting to know more about
medieval christian nubia

The Palgrave Dictionary of Medieval
Anglo-Jewish History
2013-08-15

this dictionary is an indispensable guide to the study of the latin
middle ages it records the continuing usage of classical and late
latin in this period 6th 16th centuries but it presents most fully
the medieval developments of the language drawing on a rich
variety of printed and manuscript sources many new formations
from other languages are revealed some of the borrowings
recorded in latin centuries before their appearance in written
vernacular sources due to the high number of entries for p this
letter is being spread over four fascicules



Historical Dictionary of Medieval
Russia
2021-09-15

the dictionary of medieval latin from british sources is now
complete a z in 17 fascicules this key lexical reference gives
variant spellings and the kinds of contexts in which words
appears possible alternative meanings are highlighted illustrated
throughout with contemporary quotations

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources: Fascicule II: C
1975

an essential new reference work covering all aspects of european
history society and culture from ad 500 to 1500

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British sources
2005

excerpt from a dictionary of medieval romance and romance
writers thus the celtic proto of the arthurian romance deserve
inclusion as do those italian and spanie tales which were adapted
in the peninsulas from the romances of arthur and charlemagne
the british isles also produced a wealth of arthurian romance of
their own and examples of this have been included about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book



is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
1986-01-01

each volume of the dictionary of world biography contains 250
entries on the lives of the individuals who shaped their times and
left their mark on world history this is not a who s who instead
each entry provides an in depth essay on the life and career of the
individual concerned essays commence with a quick reference
section that provides basic facts on the individual s life and
achievements the extended biography places the life and works of
the individual within an historical context and the summary at the
end of each essay provides a synopsis of the individual s place in
history all entries conclude with a fully annotated bibliography

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
1981

the last half century has seen a large number of nationally based
or language specific lexicographical projects this volume is the
fruit of comparative discussions on the majority of those projects



which centre on medieval germanic languages the first half of the
volume uses a standardized format to present the history
progress impact of the project and the electronic specifications of
the databases the second half comprises seven studies on
particular methodological problems or applications of work on
these dictionaries

The Rise of the Medieval World
500-1300
2002-05-30

providing the chronological setting for many of shakespeare s
plays various swashbuckling novels from sir walter scott s to
robert louis stevenson s and such hollywood films as braveheart
late medieval england is superficially well known yet its true
complexity remains elusive locked in the covers of specialized
monographs and journal articles in over 300 entries written by 80
scholars this book makes the factual information and historical
interpretations of the era readily available covering political
military religious and constitutional subjects as well as social and
economic topics the volume is easy to use comprehensive and
authoritative it provides a useful resource for undergraduate and
graduate students scholars and educated laymen rightly
characterized as an age of crisis the 14th century saw the
hundred years war the black death the peasants revolt of 1381
the avignon papacy and the great schism of the western church
all placed great stresses on english society aggravating old
problems and creating new ones in the late middle ages
parliament became an important element in english government
cambridge and oxford universities attained european wide
reputations and general literacy increased the church remained a
paramount religious political and social institution but its



independence and intellectual monopoly slipped the entries in
this book synthesize recent scholarship on these and other
historical events while emphasizing political religious
constitutional and military topics the book also provides brief
introductions to social economic cultural and intellectual topics it
is a valuable guide for those wishing to understand this complex
tumultuous and until recently poorly understood era

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources: Fascicule I: A-B
1975-04-17

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and
remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly
other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
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2012
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2010



Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources: Fascicule V: I-J-K-L
1975

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
2007-12-13

Historical Dictionary of Medieval China
2009

Historical Dictionary of Medieval
Christian Nubia
2020-10-20

Dictionary of medieval Latin from
British sources
1989



Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
1986-01-01

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources, Fascicule XVII, Syr-Z
2013-12

The Oxford Dictionary of the Middle
Ages
2010-06-24

A Dictionary of Medieval Romance and
Romance Writers (Classic Reprint)
2017-11-22

Dictionary of Medieval Latin from
British Sources
1975



The Middle Ages
2012-11-12

Dictionaries of Medieval Germanic
Languages
1997

Historical Dictionary of Late Medieval
England, 1272-1485
2002-03-30

DICT OF MEDIEVAL ROMANCE & ROM
2016-08-25
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